CONTENT SUBMISSION AGREEMENT — Today Publishing
1. I give permission and consent to BWD Publishing LLC (the “PUBLISHER”), the manager of Today
Publishing, to publish any content or any part of said content that I submit to the PUBLISHER and its
employees, agents, and similar personnel. The term “publish” refers to publishing the content in any
print publication, on any website, on any social media site, in any promotional materials, and in or on
any other media entity produced and/or managed by the PUBLISHER. The term "content" refers to
all copy, text, photos, images, logos, fonts, and other similar materials.
2. I acknowledge and agree that the PUBLISHER has no obligation to publish the content I submit,
and that the PUBLISHER reserves the right to publish all or some or none of the content I submit —
the PUBLISHER also reserves the right to edit, revise, modify, amend and otherwise change the
content I submit, as the PUBLISHER deems necessary for accuracy and clarity and other
considerations, and at the PUBLISHER’s sole discretion.
3. I expect no payment, compensation or wages for the content I submit. I acknowledge and agree
that I will not receive any such payment, and that such payment has not been promised or implied.
4. I bear full legal responsibility for all copyrights and usage rights regarding all content that I submit.
5. I shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the PUBLISHER and its directors, officers,
employees, agents, subcontractors and customers from and against all claims, actions, suits,
damages, liabilities, obligations, losses, settlements, judgments, costs and expenses (including all
attorneys’ fees and court costs) which arise out of, relate to or result from any of my acts or
omissions regarding the content I submit.
6. The opinions expressed in all content published by the PUBLISHER are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the PUBLISHER. Information contained in said content
has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. However, neither the PUBLISHER nor the
PUBLISHER’s writers, contributors and editors can guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any
information and/or content published by the PUBLISHER. Further, neither the PUBLISHER nor the
PUBLISHER’s writers, contributors and editors shall be responsible for any errors, omissions or
claims for damages (including but not limited to exemplary damages) arising out of use and/or
inability to use, or with regard to the accuracy or sufficiency of the information contained in content
published by the PUBLISHER. We do our best to ensure that information published in said content is
both timely and accurate. Despite our efforts, however, said content may occasionally contain errors.
7. The PUBLISHER reserves the right to crop all photos submitted to the PUBLISHER as the
PUBLISHER determines is best. The term "crop" is a verb that refers to trimming or cutting or
removing part of a photo/image before publication so that the published photo/image is only part of
the original photo/image — the term "crop" further has the connotation of leaving only what is
necessary. All decisions regarding photos submitted for publication — whether such photos are
cropped or are not cropped, or any other decision — are at the PUBLISHER’s sole discretion. The
PUBLISHER has no obligation or responsibility to notify those who submit such photos about the
PUBLISHER’s decisions to crop (or not crop) photos. The PUBLISHER will make a good-faith effort
to credit those who take and submit photos — the term “credit” refers to publishing the name of the
person who took the photo along with the photo. But if the PUBLISHER either inadvertently or
intentionally does not credit those who take and submit photos, the PUBLISHER will be held
harmless according to #5 above. If the PUBLISHER inadvertently does not credit someone whose
photo is published, the PUBLISHER will make a good-faith effort to subsequently credit that person.

